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Summary:
Kitselas First Nation is in the beginning stages of developing a Comprehensive Community Plan that will
help guide us in decision-making on Reserve and result in a clear vision and action plan for our great
community.
What is a Comprehensive Community Plan?
Comprehensive Community Planning is a process that engages community members in planning and
implementing a holistic long-term vision for the community. It includes the development of objectives,
goals and a plan of action to work towards fulfilling the vision. Many First Nations communities across
Western Canada are already engaged in planning and are experiencing great success. Topics discussed
during the planning process include health, land, governance, economic development, social
development, culture and language and infrastructure development
Why should we create a Comprehensive Community Plan?
Comprehensive Community Planning is an important tool on the road to self-governance and building
capacity in First Nations communities. Each community requires a unique approach to planning that can
be adapted to their culture and traditions—it can help individual First Nations make a positive difference
in addressing the specific issues of their own communities.
Why is it important to have your voice heard?
Everyone has a role to play in making Kitselas a great place to live for our people today, and for
generations to come. A community-driven and supported Plan is a successful plan. Providing your input
on where we are today and where you feel we need to go in the future can help Chief and Council make
better decisions.
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Sample of Work Plan (subject to change):
Phase 1: Pre-planning/Project Start-up-COMPLETED
1. Develop a budget and identify funding for subsequent phases
2. Build a planning team and host initial meeting
3. Council Meeting
4. Research and data collection (gather and review all existing information, data, plans, strategies, inventories,
maps) of relevance to the CCP project
5. Build a work plan for the entire project
6. Develop materials for preliminary community engagement
7. Conduct preliminary communications (question: do you want to engage with your neighbours – e.g. Terrace,
Region) and engagement with administration and the community (this phase of engagement could focus on
understanding the communities views/vision for each topic within the CCP)
8. Compile and report on the results of #5
9. Develop a communication and engagement strategy for the project (once funding is secured)
Phase 2: Planning
1. Create several draft vision statements based on the results of engagement in Phase 1.
2. Prepare all communication/promotional materials for the project (i.e. web presence, newspaper article, social
media posts, poster, project bookmarks or buttons, etc.)
3. Host the second meeting with the Planning Team
4. Council Meeting – timing depends on if you want C&C to endorse each phase of engagement first or if you want
to do community engagement and then meet with Council – to discuss)
5. Begin communications on the project and continue throughout the subsequent phases (progress updates and
advertising opportunities to get involved)
6. Develop materials for community engagement
7. Begin implementing Community Engagement Strategy – provide numerous ways community members can
participate and provide meaningful input into the process (options to be discussed) – this phase is focused on
evaluating the draft vision statements and gleaning information that can be developed into policy/actions for each
section of the CCP
8. Compile and report on the results of #6
9. Develop the draft CCP – vision statements, goals, policies/actions etc.
Phase 3: The Draft Plan
1. Host the third meeting with the Planning Team (present/review the draft Plan)
2. Prepare for third round of community engagement – “Did we get it right?” (to present/review the draft Plan)
3. Implement third round of community engagement
4. Compile and report on the results of #3
5. Council Meeting – see comment under Phase 2, #4
Phase 4: Finalize and Celebrate the Plan
6. Revise draft Plan based on community and Council input
7. Host the fourth meeting with the Planning Team
8. Present final Plan to Council for adoption
9. Host a community celebration to promote the Plan and next steps forward (implementation – promote its
importance and describe what happens next) – this event could be more ‘fun and informative’ vs. soliciting input
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Elders Leadership Session
February 20, 2018

Attendance: 18 people

ISSUES
We make all of these plans and then never
hear about them – discouraging – don’t want
to do anymore as not getting anywhere
No jobs

POTENTIAL POLICY IDEAS
Need to get back to introducing ourselves with
our traditional names

Would like to see us do something and follow
through and have young people know what
they want for their future – something to bulid
on and look forward to
Addictions taking away our people – losing so Land management tours
many young people
No money for business because need permits Yearly AGM should be about issues and
etc.
solutions and clear actions
Canyon is falling apart – how can we save it? Elders Council developed – representation
Why are we not prioritizing? – neglect
from all Reserves
Elders not informed/consulted
People need to show their commitment to
initiatives – why are we waiting – can’t sit back
No jobs
Community service to save Canyon?
(voluntary)
Worried everything will fall apart
Everyone needs to work together – otherwise
why go for self-government?
Canyon not being maintained
Canyon could be generating revenue – lots of
potential
Kulspai - why are we not included, how can we Canyon – cleaning bathrooms, keeping area
be informed?
clean, planting flowers
LUCIANI URBAN PLANNING & DESIGN
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Worry that in 20 years we will still be in debt
because of Treaty process – how can we pay
it back and who will do?
Babysitting – where? Not affordable – how to
hold a job and take care of kids?
Community Hall – lots of arguments – where
to put and if ‘community’ hall, why inaccessible
based on $$?

Feb. 20-22 2018

More/better communication with government
– closing the loop

Consider communications and engagement
policy for the Nation
Council of Elders with Terms of Reference –
issue/decision to be made comes to Council of
Elders first before decision made by Chief and
Council
Drugs and alcohol – encouraging a medical Need language teaching on Reserve
marihuana grow-op is furthering the problem –
there are other ways to create revenue
No fish last year – distribution process is not Prioritizing actions – need for some things to
good – brought some in but wasn’t available to happen now vs. 20 years – time and
all Elders
management
Prejudice against people that live off-Reserve Canyon – let’s focus on culture vs. business
case – there were plans put in place
Gone through 3 CAOs in 6 years
Elder rep at all Council meetings to ensure
abiding by plans/policies etc.
Chief and Council always changing and then Business Development Courses
priorities change
A lot of Elders can understand the language Elders leadership to support council
but not speak it
Workshops on emergencies
Share the emergency plan with the elders
In 20 years….
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kitselas has businesses
Young people have jobs and are employed – creating revenue for ourselves
Self-sufficiency and no welfare
Sportsplex/hall for sports and other things – community-minded complex – banquets,
meetings – we have been talking about it for 15 years. Large gathering space for revenue
generating, programs, youth
Hall in Kulspai no being used. Would like to see it used more – too expensive
Accessible programs and services for both communities – no rides
Some of the projects that have been talked about started
Program for FN to get a loan to start a business (see Community Futures)
Funds for business start-up
Land leases – long term
Elder’s home/home for seniors
Meeting with feedback and moving forward – making decisions
More/better communication with government
Elders consulted as they are supposed to be – Council to consult on issues/topics with Elders
Medical marihuana grow-op and sewage treatment plant = jobs – put our people to work
Each Councillor has a portfolio – so things don’t get put on the backburner
Different governance structure
Strong in culture and language
Meetings in primary language first with translators for English
All that we do = looking forward
LUCIANI URBAN PLANNING & DESIGN
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• Self-sustaining, self-governing community
• Worry that we will still be stuck in a state of dependency to Chief and Council

General Notes:
• We asked – how do you want to be involved in this process and how should we communicate
results to you? - sessions like this and communications via phone calls, newsletter, FB, etc.
• Want to protect the territory and make good decisions/planning for generations to come
• Lots of good things happening here
• We’ve been doing well but have challenges
• Have the tools and people to grow and make our community good
• Language CD already made and some words are being incorporated into each newsletter
• Book published in Prince Rupert – language
• Try to incorporate language lessons into engagement events in later phases of project
• Don’t label meetings – i.e. Elders meeting vs youth meeting vs. general meeting
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Youth Leadership Meeting-What Does Community Mean to You?
Issue
Need a doctor
More youth workshops
Lack of support for programs and activities
Youth Council
Youth centre is too small
Mental Health Workshops for youth
Transportation to youth programs in town
Life skills for youth and young adults
Woodwork shop for youth
Teach culture in youth programs
Karate, mma, gym
Indian dancing, drumming, regalia making

Potential Policy Ideas
Hosted Events by Youth and Elders
Job shadowing for grads
Annual Grad and achievements potluck
Youth Councillor
Partnership with youth for beautification
Pay youth to keep the park clean
Public works needs to check the garbage can
at the park
Youth garden
L&R to do workshops with youth to teach
about the land, resources, and water
Health to teach about gender and developing
Drop in center
Provide culture to our kids
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Culture:
ISSUES
Expressing Culture-activities-Open canyon
long houses-have archelogy course for
community
Few language carriers

POTENTIAL POLICY IDEAS
Each department to provide a report on what
they are doing. ->on language and culture
(briefing)
house systems/feasting

Language almost extinct
More cultural teachings
What is our identity
Hire a language coordinator
Opportunities for different generations to Support council of elders with feast educationcome together to socialize and learn
language-and economic develop of canyon
project
Reading stories -shadowing-remove “titles” of Having funds from departments go into a
groups (segregation) X purpose-use our OWN cultural account
people as resources
Community driven projects to pass on Create a central library of language resources
traditional
study-fising-hunting-perservinggardening-trapping-harvesting-cooking
Teach youth and elders Smal’gyax
Smal’gyax lessons
Talk to your elders
Print our cultural ways (ayuux)
Language and Culture
Learn the history of our Kitselas FN
Departments focusing on community not
themselves
Teach how to make regalia and moccasins
Departments sharing studies with community
Teach Our feast hall indian names
Open the hall for community use
Teach how to gather traditional foods, berries, No member should pay for the hall for a feast
fish, plants
or anything to do with culture and language
Dance space
Cultural I.D. Kitselas Cultural awareness
More cultural workshops
Harvesting and preserve utilizing local
hunters, fisherman, and youth focus
LUCIANI URBAN PLANNING & DESIGN
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CULTURE CAMP FOR FAMILIES

CULTURE EVENTS BASED PRIMARLY ON
CULTURE
CAMPING TRIPS
We need a place to gather together for feast,
dance practise, learn our language
Turn the long houses into culture centre since Develop system to collect and share
its not making money
w/community regarding TUS/heritage
Kitselas Language books and resources need Hereditary
system
should
be
to be accessible to members not sitting in engaged/consulted more our laws and
someone’s office
governance should reflect our culture
Traditional healing/smudge/sweat
Community Functions/Gatherings
General Notes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is talk about getting a culture plan in place
We need a champion
X oomsk to on=another
Smalgyax- bring back our language X3
Language classes/teaching X2
LANGUAGE NEST GRANT
Learn more language
Language and Culture
More cultures for our people
Desiree is working on a 3 yr language plan for the nation
Our strength is our culture language is a must teach our kids and adults
Community band. (good for kids)
Transportation for members to attend Hobiyee
Provide training on what to use or do for emergency situations ex. Food, boats, water, etc.
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Governance:
ISSUES:
POTENTIAL POLICY IDEAS
Proactive
consultations
(not Internal Communication Process Draft
happening/consistent)
Implement Laws, Policies before making new Better
internal
communications “team
ones
building” share workplans
No internal calendar No communication
No good neighbor agreement (e.g. keeping
yard clean)
Senior staff don’t communicate with frontline
No internal calendar with events and mtgs.
Involve staff more in knowledge sharing so - Policy that can be followed by all to create
>everyone on the same page
equality and fairness
Breaking down silos->moving forward Housing defict must be addressed
together
Have a say on what referrals come to us .- Accountable for personal actions
don’t currently
Presence of Kitselas in external mtgs. Keeping the community involved 100%
Regional, city of terrace etc.
Plans don’t get implemented
Creating a Kitselas Constitution that holds
Gov’t accountable with our without treaty
No consistent decision-making document Community development mtgs. Members
framework?
must remove hats (council & staff) participate
as member provide open forum where honesty
is required w/o consequences
Change in attitude in terms of roles-we are Governance shouldn’t involve Kitselas
community members as well as staff
employees
No youth council
YOUTH COUNCIL NEEDED
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Not keeping all issued Kitselas Connect
Newsletters on the website for public minutes
of whats happening in the community how
canyon current was
Help promote Kitselas Culture and Language
Constitution should be developed by
community at our pace. Treaty should not lead
the process
Governance structure needs work. Hereditary
System isn’t dead. We haven’t abandoned our
traditional ways. We could incorporate our
traditional ways into maj. Projects, and
decisions.
Mentorship with hunters and fisherman
Need more focus on language and culture
fluent speakers teaching
Need a rec centre or culture centre

Feb. 20-22 2018

Combining all policies, plans, and all culture
information to share with the community and
to have it accessible for all departments so we
don’t overlap work that was completed
Develop Kitselas Ways Booklet
Develop communication strategies between
different dept’s regarding data/mapping
Departments and Chief and council should
promote Language and Culture.

Culture camp
We have no chief

No council rep’s at meetings/gatherings
because they don’t get a honorarium
Elders Building
C&C no interactions with community
C&C present w/out being PAID no one pays No meeting that C&C host for community
us to sit and wait for your C&C
collaboration
Give community members more knowledge Elders Council
about whats going on
Need council of elders is needed and Separate from chief and counsel
recognized
Evaluation how are we doing?
Custom election process
constitution
Making council mtgs minutes public.
Define processes to ensure plan is Kitselas employees-succession planning,
implemented at different levels
promote future positions, mentoring, on the job
training
Youth council
More structured chief and council and admin
Actual leadership
Don’t know house chiefs in the community
Respect given to every band member for Better structure for staff doesn’t over rule
every person that works for band to respect Kitselas members open door
and give leave to do cultural duties and leave
to travel there and back*
COUNCIL NEEDS TO BE ACCOUNTABLE
ALL DEPARTMENTS NEEDS TO BE
MANAGED WELL
Find all existing plans and implement them!!
More proactive -> e.g. logging issue
Let elders choose who is on elders counsil
Transparency in decision making is needed
COMMUNICATION between council and Plans need to have a process to ensure that
community is POOR
they are implemented don’t start all over again
Miss managed departments
Council needs to bring all they do on
accomplishments to the community
Need to have meetings that present an agreed AGM format isn’t great. ->community forum to
upon topic; allow everyone to speak to topic, ALL of council vs. individual
have a plan to move forward
Communication On/Off reserve (too work on) Have an accounting of all equipment that
Kitselas owns
LUCIANI URBAN PLANNING & DESIGN
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Council needs to listen to community rather Counsil of elders over see all components
than be influenced by individuals

General Notes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Land planning committee->not currently running
Balancing economics, social, environmental, cultural needs
Governance reform! People first not council! Current system is unhealthy for employees
Define key concepts ie. Community defines “accountability” -> eg. Glossary e.g. vision
statement opens to interpretation
Don’t edit feedback and make all input from all past processes. Publicly available
We need to be more governance holistic in how we fix things/get things done.
Working toward a more. Orderly open meetings, there could be a certain amount of time
allowed each speaker. Which could include a security person to enforce no one gets out
of line
ALLOW TIME OFF TO GO HUNTING/FISHING/CULTURAL FOODS throughout the year
No conflict of interest
To be allowed to attend any family member when they pass away given time off not 2 days
Tour other reserves that have this programs in place already
All staff meeting once a week
Nothing happening from council -run as business – city of terrace format
A Elders counsel be put in place because counsil is not doing their job
Be nice to have own gas station
Band council should support not work against change.
Provide Emergency information to community about what council will do for us when
something happens and who are the emergency leaders
Share the emergency plan with the community
Map out all existing plans, policies, etc.
How will we know if it will work if we don’t try?
Don’t wait for funding to get stuff done
We are doing very poor as a nation
Chief and Councillors are responsible for making decisions on behalf of the First Nation
and its members. Elected for a two year term- one chief and one councillor for every 100
members.
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People (Social Development)
ISSUES
Welfare/Support for Elders
Community hall is too expensive to rent. We
don’t use it as much anymore. Gitaus could
use a nice facility. Don’t cheap out. We could
have basketball courts, community kitchen
conference rooms, feast hall, Elders Centre,
Library, Carving shed.
Social clubs (sports) Mens and Ladies-Jr.
intermediate, Senior
Kulspai seems sogragated
Need strategy to address poverty
Unifying reserves. (one community)
More education programs
Need residential care facility in reserves.
Place to-sew-make regailas-make blankets

POTENTIAL POLICY IDEAS
DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AND ELDERS
Phone Calls, Texting, Private messaging
through facebook, newsletters door to door,
and emails works for communication for
upcoming meetings, events, and gatherings
work to help get members involved.
COM. NEEDS COMPILED+IMPLEMENTED
to meet ALL NEEDS of this wheel
Elders Support
Invest in teaching honouring our youth
Services for off reserve
Family skills
MORE SUPPORT FOR ELDERS

Community Safety-dogs-drugs-alcohol-speed
bumps

Day care in gitaus
More family events
Lacking jobs & professional development for Celebrate more as a community
current band employees
Year round activities for EVERYBODY
Have Elders teach our ppl, youth
A learning centre
More funding
Clean our homes include ALL the people.
Elders feel they don’t have a voice. They feel
there is a need for an elders counsel
There is no social development
Encourage Education
A good soccer field is needed
Dry reserve
No childcare center for parents children Need to remove boundaries, & barriers for
families-speech
&
language-learning working together, map out the links to lead to
resources-baby programs-parent programs
success
Somewhere with water so kids can play in Continue to engage kids in culture, community
summertime
No community church
Our youth are actively involved in community
planning processes
Worry about survival of our elders ->housing- Land Code Implementation
>heat->food
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Need to increase graduation numbers!
Language package-Geraldine
Elders Building
A school so they don’t have to go to town.
Administration breaking community traditions
ex. 2017 Christmas dinner

Feb. 20-22 2018

Work closer w prov on wildlife mngmt
Law enforcement & implementation
Our own doctor and hospital
Culture and language along with our heritage
More meetings more gatherings ex. Ladies,
men, children all together or individually

General Notes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sports teams
Gravel dumped on soccer field
Look @ crecting at elders care centre eco&gc -helps create jobs 4 community
Develop a kitselas business security team or flaggers team for jobs
Security & labourer jobs at medical marijuana on reserve grow work experience program
everyone working for the band
First Nations youth hockey teams (sports in general)
Family Tree-our history
Stores
Medical resources
Physio/Gym
What good is a plan if our people are sick?
Provide Emergency Information to community on what to do when something happens
Heavy Duty concretel/rebar enforced structures placed strategically throughout the
territory to help community. Fishing, hunting, berry picking camps. It would draw tourists.
Helps with access to resources,cant be nurnt down so easily. Helps with strength of claim.
Barriers between addictions
Trauma center
Break the cycle of addictions
Change the way of thinking and living
Hereditary System: The term social organization refers to the way a society is organized.
Every society has a form of social organization. In order to better understand the concept
of social organization it must be introduced along with the terms social role, social status,
and social structure. The term social role means the behavior associated with a social
status and the term social status means the position that one occupies in the society. For
example, a Gitselasu chief is a position and that person is expected to carry out a role in
the society according to that social status. The term social structure means the overall
pattern of those social relationships in the society. Another example, the position of a
Gitselasu chief is a part of the social structure. The relationship between the chief and his
house forms part of the pattern of social relationships in that society. The social
organization refers to how the social roles, social status and the social structure are
constructed to form the society. Gitselasu social organization is based on the Tsimshian
concepts of matrilineal descent, chiefs, clans, houses and system of rank. This system is
also based on the acquisition and the distribution of wealth through the feast, or potlach.
Gitselasu social organization emphasizes the knowledge of heritage, the importance of
social position and the responsibility of sharing. By understanding Gitselasu social
organization and it’s system of values you can begin to understand Gitselasu Society.
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Lands and Resources:
ISSUES
No outdoor activities w/ lands and resources
No Cultural class to learn about preserving
foods (fish etc.)
Drones to be used to count moose killed by
CN (over 5 yrs 300(95) moose have been
killed in terrace
A huge park centeral built for all ages from
birth to elders
Soccer and baseball fields
Place to learn/provie knowledge preserving
fish growing foods
Fish camps and teaching of the preservation
of traditional foods
The look out needs to be certified every year
(boardwalk)
Replace resources that have been removed
/taken off the land
Create resources for harvesting in a
accessible area

POTENTIAL POLICY IDEAS
Annual boat trips
Band members allowed to sell 500 fish per
year
Place to go for walks no dogs safe for elders
and families
Fishing wheel for the community
Need one message from all dept (1 direction)
The canyon is not being taken care of.
We have a land use plan.implement it
Reports and correspondence to community in
advance of meetings
Elders input in every avenue of changes of our
land
C&C administer reserves and council of elders
manage-speak to traditional territory
LUCIANI URBAN PLANNING & DESIGN
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Teach our people to hunt and fish

Canyon project managed by council of elders
endorsed and supervised by council
Teach how to preserve cedar bark
Fishing and hunting laws
Not implementing our Laws, Policies, Video surveillance around reserves to prevent
Bylaws,plans etc.
theft
Participate join council is accountable to the Partnerships to gain access for more jobs
ppl but ppl are accountable to the Nation ->
have a complaint provide a solution.
Community Members to be involved -> not just Put up signage for reserves have shelter
same people all the time
places/billboard to educate everyone of
Kitselas reserve lands add history etc.
Improve data collection, data management, Work more closely with regional district and
data sharing
city of terrace
Dry reserve
Educate the outsiders about kitselas
Quit hogging all the studies share the Express our culture let people know we are
information with the people its rightfully ours
still here

General Notes:
• Berry tree
• A dirt ground for 4 wheeling
• Water park
• Kitselas has secured 93,000 hectares of possible treaty settlement lands
• Kitselas Taxation Law
• Kitselas Lands Management Act
• Develop all reserves individual develop( farming, raising livestock) w/kitselas support
(strength of claim support)
• Provide Emergency Workshops for the community
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Economy:
ISSUES
Quit giving away our economic development
opportunity
No economy
not hiring band members
53% of on reserve band members want Greg
Grayson back to continue self-economic
projects that would have made Kitselas
independent
Medical Marijuana grow (on-reserve) 55 jobs
for band members

Kitselas Gas bar would be an asset

Sell first nations art
Poor economy needs work no base
More upgrading w/schooling for adults that
didn’t graduate
No economy
Gas station and stores
More tourist attraction would be good
Have shops buldings for capentry welding
fixing cars
Need to improve Kitselas Canyon Tourism
business
Create businesses promote employment
What are we doing to generate our own
revenue

POTENTIAL POLICY IDEAS
Outside entities not hiring band members
Partnerships to gain access for more jobs
Train members not non members
Training and education to work in the terrace
economy

Provide training funding to members to meet
our identified needs.-mills wrights-carpentersmechanics-physio therapists-nurses-care
aids
Eventing more businesses Ex. Alskan mills
whatever it takes to bring in more revenue for
the people of Kitselas
Assist with plans and down payments
Mentorship within all groups – job shadowing
Support for education-communitypartnerships-agreements-support-goals-post
secondary
More affordable housing
Developing an economic advisory board no
silos
Financial administration law
Economic development to sustain self
government or treaty-create buisnesses to
employ community
Kitselas has good borrowing power
Capitalize potential revenue from canyon
Kitselas owned businesses? (none present)
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Promote the Canyon add a stone sell food
traditional
Transportation day, evening, times, shopping
apts, and transportation for youth
Daycare needed for gitaus
We need animal shelter
A store or more stores
Need jobs training for members
More jobs more training

Quit being scared to move forward
Nothing done or planned for the airport lands
Work with tourism, city of terrace, and
regional districts
Have business people take care of the
organizations

Feb. 20-22 2018

Dept’s in Kitselas should be working closer
together
Beauty shops
Clothing store
Grocery store
$$$ to come back to the village
Learn from westbank and Whitehorse
business
We need to include all members in everything
that happens in our community wheather they
live on or off reserve.
Long houses need tourism-advertising facility
Encourage COA holders to promote
individual businesses on reserve
Add information shelters all over like the
parks, lakes, river side info
No educated people in the organization or
KDC or on council

General Notes:
•
•
•
•

Selling animals
Ideas’s culture centre at lakelse lake – we have AIP land at lakelse culture/economy
Need comm gas stn for creating jobs closer empoy comm.
More information about the existing leases
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Infrastructure:
Issues
More housing different family sizes

Potential Policy Ideas
Better training for ppl looking after roads and
other infrastructure
Elder/senior residents
Time management for all of infrastructure crew
More jobs more training
Animal shelter
We need a huge hall-gym-kitchen-parent Daycare needed for Gitaus
room (daycare room)
Sewage plant -> need other. Communities no reserve signs on or long house advertising
involved for it to be sustainable
educate public about Kitselas
More stores all kinds
Housing designs don’t fit our community
Poorly structured houses/buildings
Disability access
No water pressure
No location of septic tanks
Long houses need repairs
Clothing store
No money to maintain services properly

No signs on CNN to show where reserve are
and educate public
No history info around Terrace to educate
people on who we are and where we live
No Kitselas Traditional Territory information to
educate public
Include signs by the old bridge to educate
public about Kitselas Fishing points
Hold workshops for the community
Make live video’s to show work for visual
members
Define infrastructure
Define link between infrastructure and housing
Are building codes being met?
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Inventory of infrastructure

Charge members for water and garbage to
offset costs
Build capacity and training job shadowing Show workplans to the community
ulyses
Do we have a water protection plan
Market housing
We need a sewage system
No siren or access to the fire hall
Our own recycling depot with members Transfer station
working to separate garbage and recyclables
during the week
Compost location
Maintain the hall
General notes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coffee shop
Store
Security in the community so people feel safer in their community and their property
Would like multiplex built
Slushie store
Gym for exercising
Sewage plant -> need other. Communities involved for it to be sustainable
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Health:
Issues
Quit sending band members away help them
Equal health services for on/off reserve

Potential Policy Ideas
We need a gymnasium
Need our health team introduced to the
community
We need a doctor of our own
Health plan 10 year block funding
We need a nurse of our own
The health of staff needs to be addressed too
many change overs, c&c change over, new
elected changes plans
Help with family transport for health purposes Health of community being lost when switch
overs happen plans don’t continue
Church on reserve
Youth walk the streets all the time no activities
to participate
Someone to coach kids soccer
Transportation all hours of the day
Continued services for on/off not when funding Provide more activities for youth and young
ends
adults
Home makers for elders
A&D worker appreciated, could look @ drug a
non
We are not a healthy community too many Need to look at mental health
drugs and alcohol in community
Broken community
Basic needs of both single mothers & fathers
need more focus
Care for elders in all program areas
Place or center for our youth programs for all
ages
Trauma healing
Have a doctor here all times
Residential school healing workshops
Sports bring sports back
Wheel chair access at band office
Teach our youth life skills
More exercise
Teach adults life skills
Workshops for people dealing with addictions Youth programs
counselling for people with mental health.
A gym for our youth
Healing workshops
A grocery store
Beautification program
Hordering workshops
Policy on garbage outside houses
More youth support
Departments working together
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A garden
History and healing from residential schools
Services have been reduced and need to Extended care; high needs
respect cultural values of care
Home support for the elderly
Develop partnerships w/ provincial health to
provide extended & home care

General Notes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We need to take back our health building and have it used for health services not the band
office
We are a healthy community
Neighbors look out for each other
Too many party’s kids are left alone
MCFD does nothing kids walk around by themselves all the time parents don’t care
Play outside
Exercise-place or gym
More sports
Pick up garbage
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Appendix 1: Agenda of scheduled meetings

Tuesday February 20th, 2018
9:00 am to 10:00 am Meet and Greet-Prepare/set up for meetings
10 am to 12 pm

Planning Team Session
Light Refreshments provided

12:00 pm to 1:00 pm Lunch
1:00 pm to 3:00 pm

Elders Meeting
Light refreshments provided

5:00 pm to 6:00 pm

Inform Chief and Council

Wednesday February 21st, 2018
9:00 am to 12:00 pm Planning
1:30 pm to 3:00 pm

Kitselas Community Afternoon Session
Light refreshments provided

3:00 pm to 5:00 pm

Planning

5:00 pm to 7:00 pm

Kitselas Community Evening Session
Dinner provided

Thursday February 22nd, 2018
9:00 am to 12: 00 pm Planning
12:00 pm to 1:00 pm Lunch
1:00 pm to 3:00 pm

Staff Meeting
Light refreshments provided

4:00 pm to 6:00 pm

Kitselas Youth (Gitaus Administration Building)
Dinner provided
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Appendix 2: Community Activity

How are we doing as a Nation in each topic area:
What are we doing well?
What needs work?
Instructions:
5 minutes per topic (35 minutes total)
1 idea per sticky note
Give staff your top 2 ideas/thoughts from each topic
Help sort thoughts into common themes (30 minutes)
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Appendix 3: Youth Activity

MIND MAPPING FUN
WHAT DOES COMMUNITY MEAN TO YOU?
Start in the CENTRE of the CCP Circle. Why? Because starting in the centre gives your Brain freedom
to spread out in all directions and to express itself more freely and naturally.
Use an IMAGE or PICTURE for your central idea (the central idea will be ‘COMMUNITY’). Why?
Because an image is worth a thousand words and helps you use your Imagination. A central image is
more interesting, keeps you focussed, helps you concentrate, and gives your Brain more of a buzz!
Use COLOURS throughout. Why? Because colours are as exciting to your Brain as are images. Colour
adds extra vibrancy and life to your Mind Map, adds tremendous energy to your Creative Thinking,
and is fun!
CONNECT your thoughts and ideas to the central image (“COMMUNITY”).
Use words, phrases and images to share what ‘community means to you’.
Use IMAGES throughout. Why Because each image, like the central image, is also worth a thousand
words. So, if you have only 10 images in your Mind Map, it’s already the equal of 10,000 words of
notes!
*Youth will be split into small groups – e.g. groups of 5-6 (with a mix of older and younger kids in
each group). First separate by age and then give everyone an animal name or number – those with
the same name/number will end up being in the same group. Each group will receive the following
poster (24”x36”)
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Dear Management/Staff:
As you may already be aware, the Department of Lands and Resources has begun the process of
developing a Comprehensive Community Plan for our Nation. The project covers many topics associated
with our community (culture, language, health, land, economic development, infrastructure, governance
etc.) and we will be looking to all Departments to share their knowledge and expertise as
applicable. The success of the project will be based heavily on technical support and extensive
community engagement.
Part of the project requires an extensive review of all existing Kitselas documentation to avoid
'recreating the wheel'. These existing documents (plans, policies etc.) may help inform the
Comprehensive Community Plan and as such, we request that all such documentation, accessible to you,
be compiled and copies provided to Geneva Erickson, Lands Clerk, by Friday May 25th, 2018.
The following is a listing of the types of documents that are to be provided:
1. Plans (i.e. Health Plan)
2. Policies
3. Regulations
4. Strategies
5. Community Input Summaries
6. Vision Statements
7. Maps
8. Inventories
9. Community statistics, demographics
10. Everything that preserves our Culture/Language/Heritage
11. Anything else you think may be useful

Thank you in advance for your time and assistance. If you have any questions about the project, please
contact Geneva Erickson at 778-634-3517 ext. 4063.
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Kitselas First Nation

Comprehensive Community Planning
Visioning Survey Results
Phase 1 Input
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Comprehensive Community Plan Visioning Survey for Kitselas Community Members
On/Off Reserve

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Where do you live?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0

On reserve

Off reserve

0%
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

On reserve

79.01%

64

Off reserve

20.99%

17

TOTAL

81
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Q2 What is the first word you think of when you think of the Kitselas First
Nation community today?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Home

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

Rapid growth

3/26/2018 2:32 PM

3

Growing

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

4

Somewhat broken divided

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

5

Fragmented

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

6

Fragmented

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

7

Sorry

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

8

Lack of communication

3/26/2018 12:38 PM

9

Home

3/26/2018 12:31 PM

10

Still needs improving

3/26/2018 12:24 PM

11

Poor

3/26/2018 10:46 AM

12

Idk

3/16/2018 4:24 PM

13

Striving

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

14

Its home

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

15

Awesome

3/15/2018 7:07 PM

16

Disconnected

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

17

community

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

18

Quiet

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

19

Kitselas

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

20

togetherness

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

21

Betrayal

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

22

Traditional

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

23

Searching

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

24

Great

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

25

Family

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

26

Fishing

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

27

Community

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

28

Unfair

3/13/2018 7:08 PM

29

Home

3/13/2018 6:45 PM

30

Developing

3/13/2018 6:29 PM

31

Family

3/13/2018 6:19 PM

32

Learning

3/13/2018 6:12 PM

33

Tradition

3/13/2018 6:09 PM

34

Idk?

3/13/2018 6:06 PM
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35

Canyon

3/13/2018 6:03 PM

36

Growing

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

37

Tightnit. Be more interesting if had more community activities.

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

38

Family

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

39

Unity

3/13/2018 5:54 PM

40

Stand together

3/13/2018 5:52 PM

41

Kitselas Canyon

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

42

Gym

3/13/2018 5:43 PM

43

Family

3/13/2018 5:27 PM

44

Tradition

3/13/2018 4:57 PM

45

Family

3/13/2018 4:24 PM

46

Teamwork

3/13/2018 4:23 PM

47

Unresolved

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

48

canyon

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

49

development

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

50

slackers

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

51

unprofessional

3/13/2018 12:32 PM

52

Divided

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

53

good place to live

3/13/2018 12:13 PM

54

culture

3/9/2018 2:33 AM

55

lusgiik

3/8/2018 11:00 PM

56

Strong, Great People

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

57

scrambled

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

58

Family

3/7/2018 12:23 PM

59

Separated

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

60

poor

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

61

Family

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

62

Hope

2/28/2018 9:26 PM

63

Nice

2/28/2018 7:34 PM

64

Potential

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

65

Fish

2/28/2018 4:15 PM

66

It’s ok

2/28/2018 9:00 AM

67

proud

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

68

confused

2/23/2018 11:17 AM

69

Needing a new Community Hall at the Gitaus Reserve. One big enough to have an ITA Culinary
Arts Kitchen, Basket Ball, Badminton, and Volley Ball courts.

2/23/2018 10:38 AM

70

quiet

2/23/2018 9:54 AM

71

Thriving

2/22/2018 7:33 PM

72

Family

2/22/2018 4:52 PM

73

young

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

74

Progressing

2/22/2018 2:56 PM
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75

Separated

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

76

?

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

77

Distant

2/22/2018 12:58 PM

78

More unity not decline

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

79

Lack of communication

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

80

Family

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

81

Family

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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Q3 What makes Kitselas First Nation a great place to live?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Family

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

Location ( river, woofs&people)

3/26/2018 2:32 PM

3

The people, the resources, the beauty

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

4

Learning who you are where you come from and surviving

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

5

Location

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

6

The past rich heritage and the fact that it can happen again

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

7

Family

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

8

Live in town

3/26/2018 12:38 PM

9

People and location

3/26/2018 12:31 PM

10

The mountains and wildlife

3/26/2018 12:24 PM

11

Land

3/26/2018 10:46 AM

12

Idk

3/16/2018 4:24 PM

13

Family

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

14

indian food

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

15

Everything

3/15/2018 7:07 PM

16

Potential for growth oppertunity in different areas such as economically, education and health.

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

17

I don't know what to say to this one, I would like to say its togetherness when needed. love the
strong roots of preserving our history and culture.

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

18

It’s Quiet

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

19

The people

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

20

People are willing to work and stay together.

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

21

Beligrant neighbors

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

22

Close community always come together when one needs it

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

23

Because I remember the strong heritage we have. Our forefathers built the community on The
Lord and His ways

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

24

It's very peaceful

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

25

The gatherings and the close knit community of caring.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

26

Resources

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

27

Family

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

28

Honestly I wouldn’t know I feel out casted because I am off reserve

3/13/2018 7:08 PM

29

Amazing neighbors.

3/13/2018 6:45 PM

30

The scenery

3/13/2018 6:29 PM

31

Usually quiet, can have smoke houses and live near family

3/13/2018 6:19 PM

32

In the time of need everyone helps

3/13/2018 6:12 PM

33

Way from town... and affordable housing for members to come home to and be home owners
down years down road

3/13/2018 6:09 PM
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34

Idk? I live in town.

3/13/2018 6:06 PM

35

Good people

3/13/2018 6:03 PM

36

Quite

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

37

Being around the elders and hearing their stories

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

38

Members help each other

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

39

Location, its residents

3/13/2018 5:54 PM

40

The amount of support & how we help one another out when we can

3/13/2018 5:52 PM

41

Great people in our community

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

42

People

3/13/2018 5:43 PM

43

Location, accessibility to services

3/13/2018 5:27 PM

44

scenery , not close to town.

3/13/2018 4:57 PM

45

Nice and quit.

3/13/2018 4:24 PM

46

Kitselas people helping Kitselas people

3/13/2018 4:23 PM

47

Jobs and education

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

48

our history been show caste in the canyon

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

49

Education and job opportunities for members, cultural food (oolichans), healthy water, very reliable
infrastructure (band office, houses, firehall, community hall, schools), productive employees (there
has been a lot of development and maintenance within communities in last couple years, it's
great), programs for adults and youth to attend (community meetings, MMA, Cedar weaving,
language classes, community dinners) and the employment and training program has improved
(EI opportunities for Employment and training program).

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

50

underdeveloped resources

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

51

nothing

3/13/2018 12:32 PM

52

Close to terrace, the main hub of the northwest

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

53

people and they things around

3/13/2018 12:13 PM

54

nice people

3/9/2018 2:33 AM

55

house

3/8/2018 11:00 PM

56

the people and scenery

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

57

Close to terrace

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

58

Comfortable

3/7/2018 12:23 PM

59

Quiet. Away from busy traffic

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

60

I at least have a roof over my head

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

61

A very close and helpful community

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

62

The people

2/28/2018 9:26 PM

63

Having family live around the corner or being so close to fishing grounds

2/28/2018 7:34 PM

64

Low rent

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

65

don't live on reserve

2/28/2018 4:15 PM

66

My home

2/28/2018 9:00 AM

67

the people are caring and helpful. the view is beautiful in gitaus. we have kitselas mountain on one
side and bornite mountain on the other side

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

68

surroundings, fish and wildlife, history people.

2/23/2018 11:17 AM

69

Community & Culture.

2/23/2018 10:38 AM

70

you get to enjoy all the sceneries

2/23/2018 9:54 AM
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71

Community involvement

2/22/2018 7:33 PM

72

Everybody looks out for eachother

2/22/2018 4:52 PM

73

Vast local resources close to Terrace

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

74

The resources that surrounds it.

2/22/2018 2:56 PM

75

Close to town, fishing, family

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

76

Our community

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

77

Family

2/22/2018 12:58 PM

78

Our lands beautiful but not winter lol

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

79

The community, the grassroots people. Regardless of lack of funding, lack of resources, lack of
consistent community engagement- to Listen to members, the people are willing to help each
other, especially the low income families in need.

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

80

We stand together as one!

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

81

The people

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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Q4 What are two (2) changes we could make for Kitselas First Nation to
be a better place to live?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Drugs and alcohol

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

Promote community involvement

3/26/2018 2:32 PM

3

The drugs and alcohol

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

4

On site Recreational site for both young/old Affordable housing Built properly 1 person housing

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

5

Work together people Council have regular public meetings

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

6

To work toward making the family functional again

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

7

Lose drug dealers

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

8

Long houses for language

3/26/2018 12:38 PM

9

Community hall and church

3/26/2018 12:31 PM

10

Community centre for kids to learn skating basketball indoors. Instead of playing on the street

3/26/2018 12:24 PM

11

Work/Traming housing (elders)

3/26/2018 10:46 AM

12

Idk

3/16/2018 4:24 PM

13

A bigger community hall in Gitaus which would also include a gymnasium and conference centre.
A yearly public celebration to honor and appreciate our territory.

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

14

everything no drugs and alcohol

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

15

Idk

3/15/2018 7:07 PM

16

Apply traditional and cultural teachings as well as expanding into the different world that is
changing.

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

17

1)better leadership, no part time chief. a plan our community can strive with. 2) a community multiplex, to have a spot for our youth to gather and play sports; a place we can feast; a place we can
work-out; a place where we can hold our meetings.

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

18

More more active areas like a gym since their is nothing to do here. Amd i can’t think of a second
one at the moment.

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

19

A rec center with weights and stuff

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

20

Transportation for all people needing and keep the people working to survive high prices.

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

21

Enforce laws

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

22

Another hall for out in gitaus if that happens it will help for our children to have more too do for
more activities that they can do out here

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

23

For the whole nation to turn to God, not as a religion but with a longing for change.

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

24

More security & more houses

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

25

Helping young people on/off reserve for post secondary education and making sure elders both
on/off reserve get fish access.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

26

Infrastructure: High speed internet Our own gas station

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

27

Transparency Accountability

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

28

Make it inclusive, off reserve on reserve all benefit the same way. We are suppose to be a
community. Treat our off reserve elders the same as on reserve when medical help is needed why
do they need to reside on reserve?

3/13/2018 7:08 PM
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29

Better access to food fish. And central heating, so we don't have to rely on overpriced hydro.

3/13/2018 6:45 PM

30

Elder complex Structured government

3/13/2018 6:29 PM

31

Hire me back as youth worker lol more community gathers for absolutely anything

3/13/2018 6:19 PM

32

Having the youth learn the old ways like tradition in feast and 2 having time to listen to the youth
and children what they think is tradition

3/13/2018 6:12 PM

33

A rec. Centre Train band members to work within our own community

3/13/2018 6:09 PM

34

No outsiders No booze or bootleggers

3/13/2018 6:06 PM

35

A hall in gitaus Cut tree line back by houses

3/13/2018 6:03 PM

36

Store and community center of gathering place in side n out side

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

37

Dry reserve, and security cameras around gitaus to prevent thievery

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

38

Housing

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

39

Rec. Center, transit to and from Terrace on weekends

3/13/2018 5:54 PM

40

Get a strong start out in gitaus for all the younger kids who don’t go to Headstart yet.. get the
community together more to plan events for kids around the holidays so we can make it
memorable like it used to be for us growing up

3/13/2018 5:52 PM

41

A indoor basketball court A convenience store

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

42

More work and gym

3/13/2018 5:43 PM

43

Transportation, better communication

3/13/2018 5:27 PM

44

community Block watch

3/13/2018 4:57 PM

45

A Hall for activities (sports) general store

3/13/2018 4:24 PM

46

For Food harvesting seasons, access to boats and equipment for people who don't and can't afford
to buy boats...

3/13/2018 4:23 PM

47

Better housing and someone to care more for comunity

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

48

more involving the elders and the kids !!!

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

49

-Rec center would be a great option for our people's health, especially when other buildings are
closed for programs for members, and/or too far to travel (MMA, yoga, basketball etc) -If
employees/students in employment and training program did not get paid for their excused
absences at jobs (Doctor's appointments, family issues etc) as it would encourage more dedication
and less missed days in job programs. Student's/employees miss MANY days but they get paid in
full with no deductions. The question could be asked: Why would you get paid for the full day if
you were not present at job/class? -a smoke house program to prepare our cultural foods; it would
create more job opportunities as well as food to give to our elders and less fortunate who need
food. it would also give skills to people who need to learn them

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

50

plans for the future, as well as investing in the ever expanding cannabis culture.

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

51

everything and everything

3/13/2018 12:32 PM

52

More community involvement without food or door prizes. We need a community hall with a gym.

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

53

nothing i can think of

3/13/2018 12:13 PM

54

activities for every one not just kids-reens community dinners

3/9/2018 2:33 AM

55

getting our own health wellness facilities office. health bus,appts etc. for shopping etc.

3/8/2018 11:00 PM

56

establish a Communications policy. establish a Civil Servant policy for Kitselas Staff to follow.

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

57

1) effective council who let band manager do their work 2) Collaborative planning and cooperation
by ALL departments for Kitselas.

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

58

Less drug n alcohol around More private yards (fenced in)

3/7/2018 12:23 PM

59

Sportsplex and elders health building

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

60

change our housing coordinator, and, change our cheif

3/1/2018 1:12 PM
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61

Better resources for our youth and our elders. The youth are our future and the elders are the one
tie we have to our past ❤️

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

62

Start working together Better Services to help community members who want to stop drinking or
drugging

2/28/2018 9:26 PM

63

For all the community to coming together and be there as one

2/28/2018 7:34 PM

64

Alchol & drug free zone

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

65

More houses, more cultural activities

2/28/2018 4:15 PM

66

Every house should be fitted with solar power

2/28/2018 9:00 AM

67

decrease drug and alcohol use in the community (increase safety) and build a community hall/rec
centre

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

68

1.Have a functioning Council 2.Have a strong Economic Development program

2/23/2018 11:17 AM

69

A Community Hall at the Gitaus Reserve. One big enough to have an ITA Culinary Arts Kitchen
and an indoor Basket Ball court.

2/23/2018 10:38 AM

70

need a gas station out here

2/23/2018 9:54 AM

71

Hire community members. More wellness days like bowling & spa days to get ppl out

2/22/2018 7:33 PM

72

A chief that is more concern about the community and the other is little bit more care for the elders
that we have left .

2/22/2018 4:52 PM

73

Better Leadership at Governance level and CAO stability

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

74

Better housing care for elders and support of industry.

2/22/2018 2:56 PM

75

Jobs, housing, hall, 2) fairness stability in office

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

76

A hall

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

77

Better security for our homes and community. And more options for youth. Affordable childcare for
family's that work full time but still struggle to make ends meet

2/22/2018 12:58 PM

78

More services and more given back to members from monies made along with hall built so we can
have feasts ,sports ,gym, activities, kitchen for cooking programs, youth and families can share
special times of year Christmas Easter other events Better transposition affordable housing

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

79

Increase number of affordable housing for large families, recreation activities for all ages.

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

80

Activities for family’s and make sure we know who’s living in our communities.

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

81

Get a new chief

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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Q5 What are our most treasured cultural traditions, values and principles
that we want to preserve and practice into the future?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Culture and language

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

Elders respect

3/26/2018 2:32 PM

3

Traditional foods ourvelders our natural resources traditional dancing

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

4

Food and the language Potlatch system Hunting and fishing Teaching-doing more with houses
besides just fish preparing other meat etc.

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

5

Custom Sharing Respect Resources

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

6

Most treasured is that our grand chief was most interested in the good of the people families both
spiritually and physically

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

7

Teaching, food preservation, language, traditional food gathering

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

8

Poor

3/26/2018 12:38 PM

9

Language, elders voices

3/26/2018 12:31 PM

10

We have none

3/26/2018 12:24 PM

11

Dancers Songs

3/26/2018 10:46 AM

12

Idk

3/16/2018 4:24 PM

13

Food for sustinence and land mass.

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

14

language more certified counselling

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

15

Not sure

3/15/2018 7:07 PM

16

Nature nuture and respect

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

17

who are ancestors were, our historic places where we lived, our timeline, our indian houses, our
indian names, our cultural protocols.

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

18

Totem pole raising and probably our panguage.

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

19

Language and arts

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

20

Language,preservation of foods, bring the Dance group back alive, allow this to happen with no
problems

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

21

Community events sports outdoors

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

22

We need to save the language we need classes out in gitaus so many can’t make it too
queensway . Another major tradition is preserving the foods.

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

23

A nation invited under God

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

24

Fishing & learning our language mote

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

25

Dance group, making and learning how to make baskets from cedar. Story telling, learning our
language and teaching our children how to fish, hunt and preserve for our families.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

26

Language is almost lost

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

27

Our language, our dance, food gathering

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

28

Although I am not apart of Anything currently as I do not feel welcomed, I would like to see more
cultural teaching around harvesting, and holding ALL our elders up high.

3/13/2018 7:08 PM

29

Our language, song and dance. The sense of belonging and looking after one another and
protecting the land for all life.

3/13/2018 6:45 PM
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30

Fishing

3/13/2018 6:29 PM

31

Foods, mental health, dancing, fishing classes should be done, smudging and traditional healing.

3/13/2018 6:19 PM

32

Having youth and children go to feast and have them sitting down and learn what is expected in
each feast beacuse their different in different villages if a child is running around playing their
missing put on the teachings

3/13/2018 6:12 PM

33

Teaching to youth of our traditional ways Feasts/language etc...

3/13/2018 6:09 PM

34

Sm'algyax Feasts - Mock

3/13/2018 6:06 PM

35

Idk

3/13/2018 6:03 PM

36

Fishing berry picking mushroom and medicine s

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

37

The protocols for laying loved one to rest, and preservation of how to properly preserve traditional
foods

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

38

Fisheries

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

39

Hunting and fishing rights

3/13/2018 5:54 PM

40

Indian dancing, harvesting our traditional foods etc.

3/13/2018 5:52 PM

41

Harvesting fish/berries

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

42

Are dancer and more culture events

3/13/2018 5:43 PM

43

Our language, laws

3/13/2018 5:27 PM

44

language , learning how feasts run

3/13/2018 4:57 PM

45

Bring our language back

3/13/2018 4:24 PM

46

Sharing of seasonal harvesting

3/13/2018 4:23 PM

47

Regalia making smaliax teaching sch9l on reserve and better paying jobs for those of us on wood
program

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

48

language an culture

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

49

Our language is important, as well as the philosophy "Together we thrive but divided we fall",
"Always give 110% at whatever you do" as well as "Education builds stronger nations.". These
have been most important to me.

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

50

culture is not important education is

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

51

I do not know

3/13/2018 12:32 PM

52

House feasts Canyon history Old village sites Fish harvesting Berry picking

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

53

making and drying fish

3/13/2018 12:13 PM

54

traditional food harvesting cultural dancing

3/9/2018 2:33 AM

55

sim'ayla tsimshain language

3/8/2018 11:00 PM

56

Our Language and Land are very important. We have a reserve at the mouth of the Skeena.

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

57

Maternal history of kitselas people and language

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

58

Language, genealogy n history classes Cultural camps for kids

3/7/2018 12:23 PM

59

Preserving foods

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

60

bring our language back, and teach our fishing and hunting culture ,food preserving. more

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

61

The language. I love that we are trying to incorporate our language into everyday society and
work. Food preparation. Song and dance. Arts and story telling etc

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

62

How families work together to do fish

2/28/2018 9:26 PM

63

Respect and treat other with kindness even when its not returned

2/28/2018 7:34 PM

64

Dance and language, participation is a must

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

65

Language, stories, traditions

2/28/2018 4:15 PM
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66

Crafts that Dot does she’s should come to Gitaus too NOT just Kulapai

2/28/2018 9:00 AM

67

need to preserve and revitalize our language,cultural practices like feasting, giving of names, learn
more about true kitselas hereditary chiefs and what house groups belong to kitselas. we need to
develop a geneology chart for kitselas

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

68

1. Living off the land 2. Practice of our Laws and Traditions, feasts, naming, respect of tradition
houses ownership of their territories

2/23/2018 11:17 AM

69

Language, Fishing, and Hunting.

2/23/2018 10:38 AM

70

i dont understand

2/23/2018 9:54 AM

71

Our language and story

2/22/2018 7:33 PM

72

Out lanuage and at. Ei: carving dancing and drum making

2/22/2018 4:52 PM

73

Feast system, land based history and stories

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

74

Teaching our young children the culture.

2/22/2018 2:56 PM

75

Fishing, food gathering, family

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

76

Language and culture

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

77

Language harvesting

2/22/2018 12:58 PM

78

Language and feasts and art dance practice make cultural calendar Resources to own to learn
from

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

79

Money can't buy happiness! No matter how much money is offered during a "treaty", nothing will
ever replace what will be lost. Personal integrity, hunting, preservation of food for eating, no oil
spills, clean drinking water, more then just the basics. Values of dignity, respect for land and
animals, natural cycles - no fish farms, family ties to the land. Preservation of stories passed
down, who are th care takers of the land.

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

80

Language, resources, and land.

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

81

Fishing hunting

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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Q6 How are we currently doing as a Nation in terms of preserving our
culture, traditions and language?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0

Very Good

Good

Poor

Very Poor

I don't know
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Very Good

2.47%

2

Good

27.16%

22

Poor

33.33%

27

Very Poor

24.69%

20

I don't know

12.35%

10

TOTAL
#

81
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

There are no responses.
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Q7 How do we want Kitselas First Nation to be remembered by future
generations?
Answered: 78

Skipped: 3

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

History

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

As a nation that did what it takes to survive and flourish

3/26/2018 2:32 PM

3

Our language our history our art our foods our vast resources

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

4

As a community not divided pull together health wise

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

5

As a generation who promoted and made positive changes

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

6

Same way I remember Kitselas when the grand chiefs time. God was first, then the family’s needs
were second.

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

7

As a guiding First Nation.

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

8

Unified and proud

3/26/2018 12:31 PM

9

Going forward

3/26/2018 10:46 AM

10

Idk

3/16/2018 4:24 PM

11

Resilient

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

12

teach language and what was done in the past to keep it up

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

13

Better

3/15/2018 7:07 PM

14

I think how you are remembered is important

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

15

that we made it past colonialism, we survived residential school, we paved a path for the future of
our future generations.

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

16

Strong, but is currently not strong.

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

17

Through its culture

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

18

working together as one and transparency for the band

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

19

Used to exist

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

20

Strong when together

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

21

As a strong United people. One that isn't divided by addictions but a nation with a goal and strong
families who know where they're going

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

22

Teaching the young ones of our cultural ways

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

23

A strong nation free from drugs and alcohol, building a clean reserve by keeping it clean and
helping out at the local Thornhill Dept that is based in Thornhill but also located on the reserve,
everything is free right down to the ride there and back.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

24

Definitely

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

25

PRESERVING OUR CULTURE

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

26

Inclusive!

3/13/2018 7:08 PM

27

That we did the best we could to provide them a prosperous, sustainable life, rich with our core
values and traditions.

3/13/2018 6:45 PM

28

Cultural

3/13/2018 6:19 PM

29

Being strong and being 1 as the elders would want us to be

3/13/2018 6:12 PM

30

Tradition

3/13/2018 6:09 PM
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31

Idk?

3/13/2018 6:06 PM

32

Idk

3/13/2018 6:03 PM

33

Leader in future for our children

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

34

Learning and teaching young ones the traditional ways like language, culture, preservation of
foods. Important protocols of our cultural

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

35

How we all come together when needed.

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

36

Respecting, helping one another

3/13/2018 5:54 PM

37

Our Indian dancing, harvesting our foods & everything our grandparents taught us

3/13/2018 5:52 PM

38

Smart, political government

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

39

Strong community

3/13/2018 5:43 PM

40

We are an independant Nation

3/13/2018 5:27 PM

41

by Tradition

3/13/2018 4:57 PM

42

Leaders

3/13/2018 4:24 PM

43

That we cared enough for them, by maintaining and keeping our lands safe from environmental
differences

3/13/2018 4:23 PM

44

Listening to whatever Elders we have left get them involved in story telling and teaching our old
ways

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

45

as a people with spiritual values

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

46

A fair and productive community that never stops improving

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

47

educated

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

48

too much to type lol

3/13/2018 12:32 PM

49

Survivors

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

50

good and fun place to visit and live

3/13/2018 12:13 PM

51

by showing KITSELAS TSIMSHIAN PRIDE

3/9/2018 2:33 AM

52

our elders

3/8/2018 11:00 PM

53

By the good work our staff do, and the great people that live in our community

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

54

as the generation that cared and planned for the future generations.

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

55

Hard working, close knit, helpful, proud

3/7/2018 12:23 PM

56

To work together

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

57

as being rich in our culture nation

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

58

To be remembered as a nation of unity, poise and kind

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

59

The community who came together to be healthy and strong as one

2/28/2018 9:26 PM

60

Great place to live

2/28/2018 7:34 PM

61

United with strength and perseverance

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

62

as Strong as our ancestors

2/28/2018 4:15 PM

63

We should be preserving our salmon better I don’t like that no one is doing anything about
fucashima

2/28/2018 9:00 AM

64

as a strong, proud nation that is very progressive and self sufficient

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

65

Resiliant, self sufficient, generous to all.

2/23/2018 11:17 AM

66

Kitselas Culture

2/23/2018 10:38 AM

67

ongo'ers we keep on going

2/23/2018 9:54 AM

68

Strong

2/22/2018 7:33 PM
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69

Through our youth. AGM meetings should be a big event.

2/22/2018 4:52 PM

70

as a strong council of Elders who projected a vision for future generations, strong in language,
culture and feasting.

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

71

As a strong community that supports economic growth and future employment.

2/22/2018 2:56 PM

72

Strong,bringing back Culture, language, Traditions

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

73

Togetherness as one

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

74

Rembered for how we stick together ad one. And make decisions together as a whole not one
person.

2/22/2018 12:58 PM

75

To know they belong somewhere and strong ethics provided for Indian foods to help survive food
chain

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

76

As a nation who works together with all members in society, not just rich working with the rich. Not
by favoritism or nepotism. Interdependent & with mutual respect. As equals.

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

77

We want them to know we fought hard to be who we are and want them to know we tried to
preserve what we could for them.. “keepers of the land!”

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

78

To be proud people

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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Q8 For those living on Reserve, or those with friends or family members
living on Reserve, how would you rate quality of life on Reserve?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0

Very Good
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Very Good

12.35%

10

Good

39.51%

32

Poor

18.52%

15

Very Poor

20.99%

17

I don't know

8.64%

7

TOTAL

81

#

PLEASE IDENTIFY THE REASON(S) WHY YOU SELECTED THIS RATING:

DATE

1

My job my family and location

3/26/2018 2:32 PM

2

There’s too much alcohol and drugs. Too many dogs cats animals not enough available help for
elderly and the kids

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

3

It’s costly rent wise heating in winters should not cost as much as what rent is in winter if the
houses were built properly

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

4

No communication from council to people

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

5

Poor housing no jobs and low income no community input

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

6

Their needs to be more families at functions

3/26/2018 12:31 PM

7

Band office poorly staffed for info

3/26/2018 12:24 PM

8

Work/lack of it not community

3/26/2018 10:46 AM

9

I like our community

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

10

Lack of community and economic growth

3/14/2018 1:50 PM
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11

-housing needs updating in regards to R-value (helps with heating), -quality of life - food, clothing,
basic needs for most. -training and skills to learn of efficient ways of living. -overcrowding in each
home, too many people and too much stuff in each home. -drinking and drugs are getting worse
and making living conditions low.

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

12

Their is nothing to do but stay inside. It’s quiet, town is far away. Their is nothing.

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

13

Community

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

14

not everyone has a job or can work for various reasons; daycare is not available with reasonable
cost; transportation is so costly to go anywhere and not much money; cost of living is high

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

15

Transportation housing employment neighbourhood

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

16

There are other reserves that are not good there’s so many drinking n drugs on the reserve that
their band doesn’t have the control of kitselas does have those that drink but the community voices
the opinions when stuff happens n has gotten way better

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

17

The families are mainly dysfunctional with many addictions. We should be pulling together and
interested in each other's well being and security.

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

18

It's been a while since I've been out there. Use to have a house

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

19

We had good housing with good water but they should develop some independant power through
Kleanza Creek or another source and some value added, forestry.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

20

It's relatively close to town but there isn't enoigh transportation, especially on weekends.

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

21

Health care Equal opportunity to both off reserve, kulspai & Gitaus communities

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

22

Pros: Affordable housing, neighbors who look out for one another, access to training and
education, public transportation, proper medical care, focus on youth and elder programs. Cons:
Expensive hyrdo, lack of access to exercise equipment and facilities, and lack of access to
resources for our food harvest for members

3/13/2018 6:45 PM

23

Not much is really changing ? Need to go door to door inviting them selling a reason to come out
and make this community a big family all raising our children to learn and come together as one.

3/13/2018 6:19 PM

24

As for myself and my children we live on queensway and we all get to see the elders around here

3/13/2018 6:12 PM

25

Be better if have community block watch. For some of the crazy weekends or break in of vehicles
??

3/13/2018 6:09 PM

26

Kids can play

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

27

not very much happened,

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

28

I love it in the northwest, living in a small community makes me feel more comfortable letting my
kids play out

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

29

We have good homes, clean drinking water medical assistance n Fire protection

3/13/2018 5:27 PM

30

Band Council is working to help maintain our houses...house inspection and doing repairs where
needed and Thank you for paving our roads

3/13/2018 4:23 PM

31

No help especially for housing

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

32

because not everyone gets treated equal

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

33

I have a house, food, water, family members who are working and are healthy as they could be as
well as my education and the upmost support of the band office. They work hard to ensure the best
for its members.

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

34

the reserve seems to favour slackers.

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

35

Nice house, garbage gets taken and roads get plowed.

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

36

just need more cultural activities

3/9/2018 2:33 AM

37

Very poor, id say only 10% of house holds are living a good quality of life.

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

38

the band receives funds for on reserve programs and services but often the hoops are too many to
obtain meaningful services..

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

39

I’m a single mom n have been able to provide a safe n comfortable place for my family while
helping others in my family.. Making it by month to month is still making it..

3/7/2018 12:23 PM
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40

Everyone is content

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

41

We are not suffering like some reservations. We are not lost. If someone is going through
hardship, there is always someone else reaching out to help. When a loved one passes...the
community comes together to show respect and compassion.

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

42

Could we could be doing better if we could help our youth and young adults from abstaining from
alcohol and drugs

2/28/2018 9:26 PM

43

Lots of family and close by so it makes living here abit no easier Always home

2/28/2018 7:34 PM

44

Lateral violence and low participation

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

45

I love living here because I am surrounded by family. The only real negative things I see is drug
use and trafficking in the community and continuous alcohol use/abuse as this is a cause of
concern regarding safety for our children. We also lack a recreational facility that can be utilized by
families and youth

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

46

It could be better if members had good jobs where they could look after their own living costs etc.,
jobs that would come out of initiatives like medical grow for instance.

2/23/2018 11:17 AM

47

Community is great but dogs r outta control

2/22/2018 7:33 PM

48

We had a niece living with for school and the band made sure she had student allowance every
month even though she was not from kitselas.

2/22/2018 4:52 PM

49

it seems funds are always limited and programs seems to have strings attached as per INAC (not
sure their acronym now) policies.

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

50

My parents are elders living on reserve and their house has many dysfunctions that have not been
dealt with. The major one being that their roof is leaking and nothing is being done about it. This
can cause major health issues and further damage to their house if it's not fixed.

2/22/2018 2:56 PM

51

No hall, programs, sports, respect, care for each other, no sernse of community, living among
strangers

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

52

Affordable rent. Close net. Family is close. But we need more resources for family's that can't
afford but work full time jobs

2/22/2018 12:58 PM

53

We need more for our children Soccar softball transportation and equipment more parks for all
ages we need a large gym that will fit growing Kitselas memebers and affordable housing for
families and single people

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

54

Lack of help for members who worked for years to pay off mortgages that no longer qualify for help

2/22/2018 12:18 PM
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Q9 Please rate the quality of health care and services on Reserve today.
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0
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Q10 How can health care and services be improved on Reserve?
Answered: 77

Skipped: 4

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Actually do work

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

?

3/26/2018 2:32 PM

3

Health care workers should make them selves known in the community nurse should be involving
her self her time with the people in the community especially the elderly

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

4

Have a nurse who does home visits-spend more time doing her job Instead of bragging how she
doesn’t have to do anything but order others around she works for. Would help if she knew how to
cook and clean .” Not flirting around with house hold guests someone to trust

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

5

Meet needs of people

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

6

For the health care workers make themselves known to the community. Employees have been
separated from the people.

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

7

Participation to be informed

3/26/2018 12:31 PM

8

Doesn’t function. No one knows how to ref. People on time

3/26/2018 12:24 PM

9

Care for elders diabetics

3/26/2018 10:46 AM

10

Idk

3/16/2018 4:24 PM

11

Not exactly sure what the needs are at this time.

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

12

more trained nurses from our community

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

13

Get a better head nurse she don't know what she doing

3/15/2018 7:07 PM

14

Apply proper procedure and conduct in the workplaces.

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

15

-looking after each of our Elder's and 'checking' in with them - on and off reserve. -ensuring that
prescriptions are covered and how they can be covered. (awareness by community) - exercise
programs for young and old. - to help cover extended medical services such as orthodontics,
wisdom teeth,

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

16

I don’t know.

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

17

I'm not sure

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

18

Dr would be nice to have; takes about 2 weeks and more to get in to see one.Other resources as
well; private counsellor will be nice for those in need; having a nurse is nice; but only on limited
time; have space available for those just wanting to gather for sake of gathering

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

19

Helpful employees you want to interact with not judgmental shrill

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

20

There needs to be more for the elders more home visits n if the band could start more groups too
get ppl to help elders with making things easier yard work chopping n stacking wood house
keeping repairs if we could get more too volunteer men n woman we are loosing so many of our
elders we need to get closer too then there’s still so much we can learn from them

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

21

Provide nursing to visit the disabled: inhome care for the elderly. The health practitioner to spend
time on each reserve planning open houses to find out what people need. Specially diabetics.
Reinstate the good food box for diabetics

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

22

Currently don't live out there

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

23

Not sure, I don't live there anymore.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

24

We need our own clinic

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

25

A proper nurse with better communication and community imitative

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

26

Right here is how unfair our community is

3/13/2018 7:08 PM
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27

Proper eye/dental care. The return of the Good food box. A way for band members with no mode
of transportation to refill and retrieve their prescriptions.

3/13/2018 6:45 PM

28

Workshops and more free clinics for paps and types of cancers and other tests

3/13/2018 6:19 PM

29

Not sure with my mom when catherine was here she came to the house to check on her abd took
her to the doctor all the time and she had things going on at the health station

3/13/2018 6:12 PM

30

More days for booking app.

3/13/2018 6:09 PM

31

Have a clinic or a nurse that can be reached after hours.

3/13/2018 6:06 PM

32

Nurse around more

3/13/2018 6:03 PM

33

More dr

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

34

Get a dr out there instead of one every other week

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

35

Nurse be there more often.

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

36

More help for elders

3/13/2018 5:54 PM

37

More than once a week

3/13/2018 5:52 PM

38

More access to traditional medicine

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

39

Idk

3/13/2018 5:43 PM

40

More 8nformative workshops on various needs . Mental illness, alcohol n drug informatipn

3/13/2018 5:27 PM

41

have more reliable services

3/13/2018 4:57 PM

42

More information work shops

3/13/2018 4:24 PM

43

There are some Elderly and people who are sick that can't for some reason go out to public
events, it would be nice to see healthcare professionals check in with all the Elderly people...check
the bandlist, not all have been able to get "mobile"...

3/13/2018 4:23 PM

44

Get proper workers in that truly care for our community and not just work for the money more and
better care for the elders and those of the cimmunity

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

45

home care for elders and more transportation for medical reasons !!! and or better nurses that
understand native elderly patience !!! and their values as first nations

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

46

Education is key and never stop learning.

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

47

revise the insurance coverage to cover mouth guards

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

48

having community meetings on what health care can provide at kitselas and not be referred else
where.

3/13/2018 12:32 PM

49

Could possibly do prescription drug pick up for elders and community members

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

50

not sure i never really use them

3/13/2018 12:13 PM

51

its good the way it is

3/9/2018 2:33 AM

52

get own health office. medical rides. get health bus to town, & home

3/8/2018 11:00 PM

53

Clear department structure chart is needed. To identify who the team leader is.

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

54

Get a FN nurse who wants to remain working with kitselas without political interference. Promote
and support Kitselas members to get into health care programs and training.

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

55

More easily/readily accessible for members, some elders/members don’t know what is there that
they can access, people don’t know they need to call n ask for assistance.. When they do,
sometimes it’s not available..

3/7/2018 12:23 PM

56

More services

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

57

actually get out and help our people that need in home care, and look after our elders, quit sending
them to die in the terrace view lodge.

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

58

We need a person (health director) who knows our people. Someone who we can feel comfortable
opening up to. Someone who cares about our people.

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

59

Work with the members don’t try to save them

2/28/2018 9:26 PM
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60

More nurses or a 24 hour health clinic for all our people instead of going to town

2/28/2018 7:34 PM

61

To maintain programs not start something and it isn't ongoing or supervised to see what is going
well or talk to members to see what has worked and what can be improved. Lets have kitselas
members voices heard. Communication will go a long where

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

62

Have more days of the nurse practitioner to come out each week

2/28/2018 4:15 PM

63

Get specialist like eye doctors to come in and ear specialist to come in 2-3 times a year

2/28/2018 9:00 AM

64

there could be more support for those needing rehabilitation for physical or medical issues. also
there could be more support for our Elders

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

65

Full-Time Nurse.

2/23/2018 10:38 AM

66

maybe an adult dentist can help

2/23/2018 9:54 AM

67

Doc or someone available on reserve where im constantly without a doctor due to high turnover

2/22/2018 7:33 PM

68

It shouldn't matter who lives in a household, youth and elders should a priody.

2/22/2018 4:52 PM

69

encourage and support members to seek and obtain health care training of their choice

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

70

Higher abundance of training for our future generation in the medical field.

2/22/2018 2:56 PM

71

Care for youth, food health,physical, mental, elders, food clothing pride, get out of band office and
get to know the people

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

72

I’m happy with the services we have

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

73

Na

2/22/2018 12:58 PM

74

We need a doctors in terrace and make it easier if there was doctor and dentist available directly
to members of all ages Wood provided for wood stoves as some doesn’t have trucks or
manpower’s to get supply Along with money to pay for it Fish n jars can be helped to memebers
alit have less income or fixed income

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

75

Preventative measures: healthy foods class for families, good food box monthly, yearly dents
check up, nutritionist Available in evenings,food budget & prep classes with parents of children

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

76

We an have people qualified enough to provide proper services to our people. At our own centre.

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

77

It is good now

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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Q11 How would you rate the availability of well paying jobs on Reserve
today?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0
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Q12 How important is it for Kitselas First Nation to create job
opportunities for Members on Reserve?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0
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Q13 Please rate the quality of housing on Reserve today.
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0
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Q14 What type(s) of housing is lacking on Reserve today?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0
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Q15 What are your three biggest concerns for the natural environment on
Kitselas First Nation land?
Answered: 72

Skipped: 9

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Food Land Resources Culture

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

Undesirable elements (drug dealers) we need more for our youth (teams) etc gymnasium

3/26/2018 2:32 PM

3

Natural resources plants berries not being replaced after being removed. Fishing run out of food
fish hunting game hunters taking over the harvesting of food that our people use.

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

4

Environmental river lands wild life threats vandalism

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

5

Wildlife Plants Lease our to non kitselas

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

6

Junk being piled up in yards People burning garbage

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

7

Our lands were raided by our own people and we could not do anything about it

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

8

Fish land resources

3/26/2018 12:38 PM

9

Fish population, logging practices, & better information on both

3/26/2018 12:31 PM

10

Idk

3/16/2018 4:24 PM

11

Fish, Land and cultural preservation

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

12

fish berries hunting

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

13

Not sure

3/15/2018 7:07 PM

14

Recycling, enviromental protection, and what good is does for the people in the community.

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

15

our fish preservations, our hunting, and our trees *reforestation

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

16

I have none.

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

17

Fishing hunting and gathering (mushrooms berries and other stuff)

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

18

Preserving the land for our food harvest; preserving our water for future; preserving our lands from
any contaminants.

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

19

profit Profit PROFIT The people who choose what we want

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

20

We need too fix all of the land that the trees were cut away leaving it empty is not right either plant
the trees again or build on it we lost way to many trees there could have been a better way too
clear the fallen trees n space out the ones that were too close too let the trees root themselves into
the ground the land looks bad

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

21

Safeguard quality of environment by policing to ensure people aren't throwing cans and chip bags
everywhere. That would show a respect for what we own.

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

22

Need more houses The fishing

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

23

Fish. Conservation fish, sustainable forest practice, development of agricultural land, an orchard,
potatoe farm, farm animals.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

24

Forestry, Fishing, Hunting

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

25

Preservation Knowledge of heriditary and historic land marks

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

26

It’s not being maintained. Young people are not being taught about preserving our land. There is
no enforced guidelines to be followed

3/13/2018 7:08 PM

27

Clear-cutting of trees, water contamination, air quality.

3/13/2018 6:45 PM

28

Cutting more than planting? Water is questionable lol Sewage’s...

3/13/2018 6:19 PM
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29

In tradition if you take from the land you must give back to the land like a gift, the fires that people
have at night time with loud music and some houses having loud parties playing very loud music
all night and that leads upto fighting on the streets

3/13/2018 6:12 PM

30

Idk?

3/13/2018 6:06 PM

31

Water

3/13/2018 6:03 PM

32

Losing it ,garbage n pollution

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

33

People NEED to keep yards and playground clean of garbage...

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

34

They cleared trees at entrance and nothing else has been done. Could have left them so we could
pick the mushrooms that grew there. Etc.

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

35

Size of land. Hunting grounds being logged off.

3/13/2018 5:54 PM

36

making Sure everything is environmental safe that’s used outside & nothing to harm the plants &
trees around the reserves

3/13/2018 5:52 PM

37

Changing climate is causing low water levels, and it's too warm for salmon to survive

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

38

Laws people jobs

3/13/2018 5:43 PM

39

Information between the Current municipalities, government bodies, n surrounding Nations

3/13/2018 5:27 PM

40

People burning garbage ( air pollution) loose animals and speeding vehicles

3/13/2018 4:24 PM

41

Keeping the Fishing open to people living within the communities of Gitaus & Kulspai and not
letting other people use our areas by them "hiring" a band member just so they could get some
fish...

3/13/2018 4:23 PM

42

Cedar growth berry picking lack of concerns on the wild animals teaching of how to preserve
moosemeat ect

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

43

loosing control of our land !!! ,fishing ,and resources on our land !!!

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

44

Our we utilizing our land as much as possible? Hunting, fishing, agriculture etc

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

45

humans, development, landfills

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

46

I don't know enough about natural environment on kitselas First Nation land.

3/13/2018 12:32 PM

47

People leaving junk/ garbage in their yards

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

48

i have environmental allergies

3/9/2018 2:33 AM

49

health money health wellness care office

3/8/2018 11:00 PM

50

no consultation from our own (Kitselas) Government on our Reserve and potential TSL lands.
Kitselas people have to know what work is being done on their lands.

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

51

CN dumping chemicals Fish contamination Wildlife/berries decimated

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

52

Cutting down trees unnecessarily No berries n wildlife Preservation of endudoon spiritual lands

3/7/2018 12:23 PM

53

Water

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

54

the periodic rapping of our land by our own people or should I say government

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

55

Time changes everything. The environment is no exception. We do need to preserve and respect
what we have and not be in it for the big bucks but rather for the long haul.

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

56

I am not sure

2/28/2018 9:26 PM

57

Garbage pollution around the reserve

2/28/2018 7:34 PM

58

. all the trees cut by the highway has more noise pollution .make the best of the land

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

59

that we are losing old trap lines losing berry patches uniformed of development that is happening
on this land

2/28/2018 4:15 PM

60

Need composts for every house clearin of yards during spring should be a priority

2/28/2018 9:00 AM

61

clear cutting of trees old vehicles left sitting lack of fish and moose

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

62

Protect the salmon Protect wildlife Create responsible development

2/23/2018 11:17 AM
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63

Farm fish contaminating wild stock, needing a Fish Hatchery, and over harvesting of trees.

2/23/2018 10:38 AM

64

keeping them as the animals environment

2/23/2018 9:54 AM

65

Oil and pollution. Commercialization without community consultation

2/22/2018 7:33 PM

66

timber harvested, water polluted, erosion of lands

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

67

Over logging, fish and wildlife land usage or lack of usage

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

68

?

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

69

We need to our lands in gitaus and fishing grounds watched for people fishing illegally and make
safe walking parks and canyon made for families and covered areas from sun Picnic tables for all
and covered bus stops for children as weather is extreme cold in winter

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

70

Oil spills, industrial waste, lack of conservation

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

71

That it’s not being taken care of properly. Instead of making money for oneself try involving the
people to help preserve..

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

72

Logging fishing hunting

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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Q16 Do you (or your loved ones if you do not live on Reserve) feel safe
living on Reserve?
Answered: 80

Skipped: 1
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#

IF YOU SELECTED NO, PLEASE TELL US WHY:

DATE

1

Too much drugs/alcohol on reserve. This brings other outsiders into our community and causes
theft robbery stealing

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

2

Lack of police/security guard monitoring we have had 2 deaths unresolved

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

3

Because on the weekends drunk parties into the night

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

4

Too many people using drugs and alcohol

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

5

Too many parties

3/26/2018 12:24 PM

6

I feel safe

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

7

support for elders and single moms more security

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

8

Security of housing is pretty poor

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

9

So much drugs and alcohol and some people cannot handle themselves

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

10

Belligerent neighbors with seething grudges just biding time until they can send you to the hospital
or morgue is possible

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

11

After dark it is not safe.

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

12

Hear gun shots once in a while & neighbours across the street drink alot. Across from my mom's
house

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

13

The murder that happened out there left a dark impression and there is so much alcohol and drugs
and reckless speeding. There were gunshots fired continuously late at night.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

14

Drinking drugs lack of awareness

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

15

Mostly yes...

3/13/2018 6:19 PM

16

Not like it use to be too much drinking and drugging no on reserve security's everything seems to
be going on just for gitaus n kulspai has to fight everytime to get recognition we are part of the
reserve and land being taking from family members and not letting them know

3/13/2018 1:56 PM
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17

band helps family first and if u speak out u get punished by not been helped or treated as an equal
member of the band !!!

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

18

All depends what street and who your neighbour is.

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

19

no preventative services, all services are reactionary.

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

20

drug dealers on reserve

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

21

Neighbors often feel free to under threats and start/spread rumours. Rumours that can have life
changing, negative effects on others. Then there is the minor issue of wildlife.

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

22

Most time we feel safe however when other people are brought to the community and drugs are
sold on reserve how much safety is there?

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

23

to much partying going on as well as to many dogs chained up not walked properly and getting
loose

2/28/2018 4:15 PM

24

not completely. lots of drinking in the community and this brings new people into the community
that we don't know. not safe!

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

25

could ban loud partying, many times leads to fights and the possibility of folks getting hurt.

2/23/2018 11:17 AM

26

People are getting away with murder due to cocaine and crack dealer debts.

2/23/2018 10:38 AM

27

with easy access to the communities there is alcohol/drug abuse. We have unsolved murders.
young people hitch hike the highway of tears from town to gitaus or gitaus to town.

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

28

Strangers who have no ties to members except friends who have let them on reserve, Drug and
alcohol usage and dealers

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

29

Drunk visitors

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

30

Drunks and thiefs

2/22/2018 12:58 PM

31

I think we need night security

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

32

Unresolved murders, unreported drug problems, rumors of chief selling harsh drugs

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

33

I don’t let my kids out much because there’s too many people we don’t know living or hanging out
out here

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

34

To many people from town come to hide out from cops. Chief and council don't do nothing

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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Answered: 80

Skipped: 1

Improved Roads
for walking,...

Introduction
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Community
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Safe Parks and
Play areas f...
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Improved Roads for walking, cycling and
driving

72.50%
58

18.75%
15

7.50%
6

3.75%
3

80

Introduction of (or improvement of?) a
community shuttle

70.89%
56

22.78%
18

3.80%
3

5.06%
4

79

Community Safety

95.00%
76

2.50%
2

1.25%
1

2.50%
2

80

95.00%
76

3.75%
3

1.25%
1

2.50%
2

80

86.25%
69

10.00%
8

3.75%
3

2.50%
2

80

A beautification program to make our
community more attractive

71.25%
57

22.50%
18

5.00%
4

2.50%
2

80

Enforcement of Kitselas laws and regulations

73.75%
59

21.25%
17

1.25%
1

5.00%
4

80

77.22%
61

15.19%
12

5.06%
4

3.80%
3

79

82.05%
64

16.67%
13

1.28%
1

2.56%
2

78

Safe Parks and Play areas for our children
Recreation facilities for our community

Preservation of Farmland
Increasing community input in decisionmaking processes
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Q18 What are the highest priorities in terms of social issues we need to
deal with on Reserve today?
Answered: 76

Skipped: 5

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Dry reserve

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

Youth involved Life skills Athletics clubs

3/26/2018 2:32 PM

3

Drugs/alcohol

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

4

Getting to and from gatherings. Having our own on site recreational facilities for our young rather
than drink and drugs

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

5

Unemployment is main one

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

6

The almost complete breakdown of the family

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

7

Language, jobs

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

8

Lang. Jobs

3/26/2018 12:38 PM

9

Drug and alcohol addictions

3/26/2018 12:31 PM

10

Place for kids to feel safe playing

3/26/2018 12:24 PM

11

Idk

3/16/2018 4:24 PM

12

Employment Opps and Health Harm reduction and a better sense of community unified.

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

13

AA meeting support groups support groups for young people

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

14

Fix the band office

3/15/2018 7:07 PM

15

Residential and prison life as well as others being integrated into our society.

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

16

-quality of care of our children. -teaching young families more efficient ways of living. -drugs and
alcohol being in the homes when children are present. -sports and being active within our
community. - amount of support available to our children - especially the ones living under the
poverty level.

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

17

Getting our kids out their more.

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

18

Miscommunication

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

19

Keep working with youth and young people.Work with Elders and the many issues that keep
arising.Health and Education is so important on so many levels.

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

20

Slavery Rascism

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

21

Idk

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

22

The unity of family

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

23

More involvement with meetings

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

24

Drugs & alcohol and more support for elders.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

25

Drug and Alcohol addiction

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

26

Health (addiction services, health care, emergency services, mental health)

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

27

How about including all members regardless of their legal mailing address.

3/13/2018 7:08 PM

28

Sub-letting and renting to people who are not band members who are the cause of disorderly
conduct/mischief and disturbing the peace.

3/13/2018 6:45 PM

29

Someone needs to go out and invite people personally sell a good time spend with community
member and the importance of it

3/13/2018 6:19 PM
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30

The drinking with parties all hours of the night with loud music and fighting with bad language this
shouldnt be allowed due to the children what is that showing them to me its showing them how to
drink and hiw to act while drinking and how to behave in life

3/13/2018 6:12 PM

31

Drugs.. Have own hydro power

3/13/2018 6:09 PM

32

Idk?

3/13/2018 6:06 PM

33

Idk

3/13/2018 6:03 PM

34

Not sure

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

35

Phone members that are interested in going the meetings

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

36

Bullying amongst our children

3/13/2018 5:54 PM

37

More person to person not through social media

3/13/2018 5:52 PM

38

Lack of access to gym, fitness center!

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

39

Idk

3/13/2018 5:43 PM

40

Unemployment, childcare, elder care,

3/13/2018 5:27 PM

41

have own hydro power , useing the river for self generating turbine , creating power for the
community

3/13/2018 4:57 PM

42

People need to find work

3/13/2018 4:24 PM

43

Not everyone can afford to buy fences for their property, this is an issue due to the high level of
dog owners and dogs running free, causing disturbances on other people's property...if the band
can somehow build fences for each property then the dogs can run freely within their own
property...this is one of my dreams...thank you

3/13/2018 4:23 PM

44

Looking after the elders ,renovations even after house has been paid better care for community
lack of communication

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

45

addiction ,drugs !!! booze

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

46

Drugs and alcohol among community members. Too many people leading that life and it prohibits
them from being productive.

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

47

socialising during work hours, facebooking during work hours, and sleeping during work hours.

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

48

social assistance, the rate of social assistance should be dependant on the economy surrounding
the community.

3/13/2018 12:32 PM

49

Drinking and alcohol. Poor parenting skills

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

50

to be getting involved in more stuff

3/13/2018 12:13 PM

51

unemployment

3/9/2018 2:33 AM

52

young children,good life tasks

3/8/2018 11:00 PM

53

Housing, and Drug abuse. Drug abuse includes Alcohol, Cocaine.

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

54

employment for kitselas membership including mentoring for those jobs held by non kitselas
people.

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

55

Public alcohol n drug issues, littering, animal control, private property fencing for small kids n
animals

3/7/2018 12:23 PM

56

Security

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

57

language, elders, youth

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

58

Respect of others. Last week I had someone light a phone book and a bag of feces on fire, in my
driveway

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

59

Not sure

2/28/2018 9:26 PM

60

Communicate more

2/28/2018 7:34 PM

61

Alcohol and drugs. Homelessness. Overcrowding in homes. Transportation

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

62

Drinking Drugs Bullying

2/28/2018 4:15 PM
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63

Think we need to employ more people and NO blacklisting of people who speak their mind some
people have a lot of certificates and are unemployed

2/28/2018 9:00 AM

64

*training that is more focused to an individual's career goals so employment is more achievable.
*more support services for those who need help (families, single parents, those with addictions)

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

65

provide support for first tier folks who are still dealing with the effects of residential school and TB
hospitals.

2/23/2018 11:17 AM

66

Job Readiness and Job Placement.

2/23/2018 10:38 AM

67

not sure

2/23/2018 9:54 AM

68

Alcoholism, residential school aftermath, mental issues

2/22/2018 7:33 PM

69

Not sure

2/22/2018 4:52 PM

70

economic base for employment. improved health care for sick and elderly to be cared for at home.
have Council of Elders established and recognized by council as serving all Kitselas member
interests regardless of residency and Chief and council administer INAC service resources. The
Elders Council would seek funding grant opportunities with C&C knowledge and support via BCR
to benefit the people which could include seeking and securing business partnerships and
ventures to create a strong economic base.

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

71

Jobs, housing, education,language, culture,health,drugs,alcohol

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

72

We need a hall for our children

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

73

Everything is high priced hydro we all need wood stoves or pellet stoves Gas groceries all too
much on limitied income

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

74

Community enforcement, bylaws, community policing.

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

75

We have no where to take our kids.. programs are only for certain people.. community functions
would be nice ..

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

76

Kids

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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Q19 What can we do to improve some of the social issues we are dealing
with on Reserve?
Answered: 75

Skipped: 6

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Hereditary system not chief and council

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

Educate our youth about the importance of culture n language

3/26/2018 2:32 PM

3

Evict those that are bringing drugs inban alcohol on reserve

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

4

Opportunity for all members not just certain groups

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

5

Develop our economy Create jobs long term jobs

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

6

I can see that enforcing bylaws could be a good start

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

7

Have people who have been in situations educate community members. Also have them willing to
do one on one

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

8

Continue meetings

3/26/2018 12:38 PM

9

Access to programs. Making information and stigma priorities

3/26/2018 12:31 PM

10

Idk

3/16/2018 4:24 PM

11

See above

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

12

groups

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

13

Not sure

3/15/2018 7:07 PM

14

Acknowledge the problems

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

15

-having an active leadership, to see how are people are living, plan according to the needs of our
people. - GET OUR MULTI-PLEX, Its not rocket science to just get one built. we have the money
to start, just get the ball rolling instead of just talking about it. - include our youth and Elders more
within our planning and important meetings and listen to the input.

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

16

I don’t know.

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

17

I'm not sure

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

18

Keep training or send people for training.Allow the people to improve themselves.

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

19

Accountability for staff ie I did this today This is why I was paid 5000$ this month

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

20

Idk

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

21

Practice what our forefathers did. Each one had to contribute to the well being of the community

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

22

Not sure

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

23

Build a Church. Develop community policing & by law.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

24

Counselling

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

25

Health care services

3/13/2018 7:34 PM

26

Wouldn’t know what your dealing with, I am not included

3/13/2018 7:08 PM

27

Have tenants sign waivers ensuring that whoever they wish to bring into our community, pass a
background check and be approved by a committee made up of band members.

3/13/2018 6:45 PM

28

Hum what I said on 18 ^^

3/13/2018 6:19 PM

29

Give notices total of 2 notices if they dobt listen remove them from the reservation

3/13/2018 6:12 PM

30

Work towards own hydro power

3/13/2018 6:09 PM

31

Make it A dry reserve

3/13/2018 6:06 PM
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32

Idk

3/13/2018 6:03 PM

33

Make or build our own facilities

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

34

I don't know

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

35

I don't know

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

36

Build a rec center.

3/13/2018 5:54 PM

37

More personal contact

3/13/2018 5:52 PM

38

Build a gym, create a bus service that can take people to a gym

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

39

Meetings

3/13/2018 5:43 PM

40

Deal with the drug dealers n bootleggers,

3/13/2018 5:27 PM

41

have residents SHOW MORE INTEREST

3/13/2018 4:57 PM

42

Better job fair

3/13/2018 4:24 PM

43

Doing good with door to door notices/newsletters etc...

3/13/2018 4:23 PM

44

Security better security for the reserve for better living more involvement in issues of better utilities
or working on reserve like school ,stores (not a private store )like tempo service will offer great
opportunity for jobs both communities included

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

45

stop the people who come out to party an sell drugs by having cops out here on weekends !!!

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

46

Keep moving forward and never stop being busy

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

47

re-enforce regulations that already exist put restrictions on facebook during work hours, and take
the couch out of our classroom.

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

48

have more community meetings

3/13/2018 12:32 PM

49

Hold people accountable for their actions. Quit treating adults like kids

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

50

not sure

3/13/2018 12:13 PM

51

...

3/9/2018 2:33 AM

52

additional fencing around whole ??,example mine,dogs won't be as much of a problem I guess,
keep ING ppl off my property rtc

3/8/2018 11:00 PM

53

more stringent housing policy, renters must pay rent. if they are not or havent, work something out
so they will start paying. 3 strike system, first strike is having to inniate a plan. The "plan" shouldnt
be used to evict people, rather provide opportunity to indemnify their current housing situation.

3/7/2018 1:21 PM

54

council needs to lead and set the example across all departments and services and those
employed by the band.

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

55

Community policing, community cleanup, if someone is damaging their home with
uncleanliness/eviction

3/7/2018 12:23 PM

56

Help protect personal properties

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

57

quit talking about it and do something

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

58

More community activities that would help all of us come together

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

59

More services for our youth in our elders

2/28/2018 9:26 PM

60

Housing, shuttle

2/28/2018 5:21 PM

61

Enforce the rules

2/28/2018 4:15 PM

62

Let people speak their mind withourt reprocusions

2/28/2018 9:00 AM

63

specific programs (parenting, recreation for young adults, men's group, ladies group, etc)

2/23/2018 4:07 PM

64

Health and Social services are trying the best they can.

2/23/2018 11:17 AM

65

Full-Time RCMP on reserve, including nights and weekends.

2/23/2018 10:38 AM

66

not sure

2/23/2018 9:54 AM
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67

More awareness and inclusion. Know that there are lots struggling with mental health issues. Grief
n loss sessions are a big help

2/22/2018 7:33 PM

68

None

2/22/2018 4:52 PM

69

work with the CAO who has a business back ground and business contacts to establish a strong
economic base. Allow members to get the training they need even if they need to take training
twice to pass.

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

70

Educate,offer services for addictions,housing, food

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

71

We need a hall

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

72

Include everyone on desicions too much nepotism in work place that is for membership and
people decline help when needed to much decline for homes and home structures

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

73

Listen to community concerns brought up st countless meeting and deal with them. Let people
know exactly what had been done to address concerns and issues.

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

74

More community events .. more interaction with staff & c&c

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

75

I don't know

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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Q20 How would you like us to involve you in the Comprehensive
Community Plan Project?
Answered: 73

Skipped: 8

Surveys

Workshops

Facebook
Questions

Open House

Conversation
Circles

I don't want
to be involved
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Surveys

65.75%

48

Workshops

64.38%

47

Facebook Questions

35.62%

26

Open House

52.05%

38

Conversation Circles

39.73%

29

I don't want to be involved

4.11%

3

Total Respondents: 73
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Phone calls

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

Send info through email

3/26/2018 2:24 PM

3

Not everyone has internet

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

4

Focus groups

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

5

Let me work with you until the end

3/26/2018 1:17 PM

6

call me

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

7

Just keep informing in every way.People are getting tired of surveys.And not getting anything done
about them

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

8

Newsletter, I have not received one and I updated my address and phone.

3/13/2018 8:39 PM
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9

Better education,on smaliax,and allowing me to educate in workshops to share the importance of
losing a loved one how depression sets in and not feeling alone better workers on health workers
in band office a lot of workers there doing a whole lot of nothing is all I see

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

10

need more information

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

11

newsletters, emails, webpages would be a good way to advertise so all community members could
know about CCP

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

12

community meeting

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

13

open meetings and on the kitselas web

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

14

I want to be directly involved with the entire project. thank you for calling me

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

15

more notice of when meetings are taking place and maybe have them in town once in a while as i
do not live on reserve

2/28/2018 4:15 PM

16

all of the above.

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

17

During the weekends so all people can attend

2/22/2018 12:58 PM
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Q21 What age range do you fall into?
Answered: 78

Skipped: 3
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10
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19.23%

15
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18
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19.23%

15
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16.67%

13

65+

8.97%

7

TOTAL

78
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Q22 What is your gender?
Answered: 79

Skipped: 2
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33
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46
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TOTAL
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Q23 Is there anything else you would like to share with us?
Answered: 59

Skipped: 22

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Please call I don’t have internet

3/26/2018 2:35 PM

2

When are the people going to bring our kids back home what’s the holdup what’s the holdup?

3/26/2018 2:02 PM

3

Review & compile previous years of data and meeting bags and wish lists compiled by an
departments and implement change(s) that we have identified time and again

3/26/2018 1:43 PM

4

Used to be that there were to use chords & a grand chief. I saw that people felt a part of everything
through their house chief. We’ve adopted democracy which culturally doesn’t fit

3/26/2018 1:31 PM

5

No

3/16/2018 4:24 PM

6

...

3/16/2018 1:43 AM

7

no ur doing a good job

3/15/2018 11:49 PM

8

Winner winner chicken dinner

3/15/2018 7:07 PM

9

Just what youve given to me idnlike the oppertunity to give back

3/14/2018 1:50 PM

10

Let's do this! Thank you for starting this process! Much appreciated!

3/14/2018 10:27 AM

11

No

3/14/2018 4:51 AM

12

Not really

3/14/2018 4:26 AM

13

Just keep up with the public

3/14/2018 3:05 AM

14

Reshuffle staff instead of long stays I’m here forever type of positions

3/13/2018 11:13 PM

15

Keep up with more of these surveys keeping the ppl involved with changes is better , there would
be more fights about changes if ppl didn’t have a say in what happens too where we live

3/13/2018 11:07 PM

16

That the health department find out what the people want by demography. And with reserves are
important.

3/13/2018 9:36 PM

17

Not at this time

3/13/2018 9:16 PM

18

No

3/13/2018 8:39 PM

19

Our houses need to be better insulated to reduce the amount of electricity being wasted

3/13/2018 8:04 PM

20

No.

3/13/2018 6:45 PM

21

.

3/13/2018 6:19 PM

22

Nope

3/13/2018 6:06 PM

23

Not sure

3/13/2018 6:03 PM

24

Love living out here

3/13/2018 6:00 PM

25

No

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

26

No

3/13/2018 5:59 PM

27

Build a rec center

3/13/2018 5:54 PM

28

Love what to guys are doing

3/13/2018 5:52 PM

29

No

3/13/2018 5:44 PM

30

Need more too do for adults

3/13/2018 5:43 PM

31

With the salmon fisheries shutting down again this year it would be nice to ensure everyone gets
some food fish. Those with a halibut liscence need to distribute food fish to everyone

3/13/2018 5:27 PM
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32

HAVE A SELF GENERATING TURBINE CREATING POWER USEING THE RIVER DOR THE
COMMUNITY

3/13/2018 4:57 PM

33

You probably hear this a lot but a hall with a pool and a gym (example port simpsons hall) would
keep kids out of trouble

3/13/2018 4:24 PM

34

Need a place of my own and getting my job back been waiting 7months now and nothing
happening the nurse is making me feel like regalia is no longer a importance sorry but that is what
I feel

3/13/2018 1:56 PM

35

do not rush things !!!

3/13/2018 1:16 PM

36

Thank you for giving this opportunity to voice any input.

3/13/2018 1:13 PM

37

maybe oddits could be a yearly tradition.

3/13/2018 12:40 PM

38

no

3/13/2018 12:32 PM

39

Nope

3/13/2018 12:20 PM

40

not at the moment

3/13/2018 12:13 PM

41

yes,I would love to see evening exercise classes,do easy 10 minute excerises,easy healthy meals
recipes,etc

3/8/2018 11:00 PM

42

hopefully all research and questionnaires and public meeting charts and wish lists and surveys and
historical information is reviewed so that we do not have on-going meetings and on-going surveys
where the same questions are asked.

3/7/2018 12:52 PM

43

No

3/3/2018 11:19 PM

44

I want to commend you on the work you are doing and thank you for letting me be part of it

3/1/2018 1:12 PM

45

My biggest concern is, the lack of resources for our youth. Our community would greatly benefit
from having our own hall/gymnasium. Our youth have recently formed a basketball team and are
very passionate about playing. The youth worker works very hard at making this a possibility for
the children. However, we do not have our own gymnasium to practice or hold games. Therefore,
the youth worker, my sister and myself are the main source for transportation of the youth to their
practice and games in town(Thornhill or other towns). We have two open areas to build a hall for
Gitaus...in gitaus.

2/28/2018 11:50 PM

46

Not at this time

2/28/2018 9:26 PM

47

More info sharing when meeting come up and i usually miss out as i live in town i choose not to
live on reserve because of the drinking going on (especially when my kids were young) as well not
more money for the youth as they are now becoming active in the community

2/28/2018 4:15 PM

48

Yeah I want a job

2/28/2018 9:00 AM

49

Not at this time.

2/23/2018 11:17 AM

50

nope

2/23/2018 9:54 AM

51

More social programs pls

2/22/2018 7:33 PM

52

In all my years of living in kitselas I've never heard of part time chief or a CEO of a band office.

2/22/2018 4:52 PM

53

review and summarize past studies and surveys and questionnaires completed by: C&C, Treaty,
Lands and Resources, Wellness Committee, Education, Health,

2/22/2018 3:13 PM

54

Time to do something instead of surveys and meetings and questionnaires,the concerns are
always there

2/22/2018 2:55 PM

55

?

2/22/2018 1:06 PM

56

Thank you

2/22/2018 12:54 PM

57

How will these answers be recorded and reported to the community

2/22/2018 12:18 PM

58

Thanks for taking the time to actually ask what we want.

2/22/2018 12:02 PM

59

No have a good day

2/21/2018 9:47 PM
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